CMADP ANNUAL MEETING & SYMPOSIUM

October 11 - 12, 2013
West Campus
University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS

Friday, October 11, 2013
8:00 - 9:00 Poster Setup in Pharmacy Atrium
9:00 - 11:30 Center infrastructure and Core lab reports, 100C MRB
   Presentation by Sue Lunte, Director, 30 minutes
   Presentations by Core Directors (3 x 30 minutes)
11:30 - 12:30 Lunch for CMADP & EAB
12:30 - 1:00 Poster Setup in Pharmacy Atrium
1:00 - 3:30 Research Symposium, 3020 Pharmacy

"Genomics: Enabling Discovery in the Life Sciences"

1:00 Welcome by Sue Lunte
1:10 - 1:50 “Assembly Validation and Scaffold Extension for Complex Genomes Using Extremely Long Single-Molecule Imaging”, Sue Brown, Distinguished Professor,
   Division of Biology, Kansas State University
1:50 - 2:00 break
2:00 - 2:40 "Functional Transcriptomic Analysis of Neuronal Migration", Erik Lundquist,
   Professor, Dept. of Molecular Biosciences, The University of Kansas
2:40 - 2:50 break
2:50 - 3:30 “Enabling Tools for the Analysis of Rare Cells: Integrated Microsystems for the Selection and Molecular Profiling of Circulating Tumor Cells (CTCs)", Steve Soper, Professor, Dept. of Chemistry, The University of North Carolina

3:30 - 5:00 Poster Session in Pharmacy Atrium
7:00 - 10:00 Dinner, Adams Alumni Center

Saturday, October 12, 2013
8:00 - 10:00 EAB – RI Meetings, 100C MRB
10:15 - 11:30 EAB meeting, 100C MRB
11:30 - 1:00 Working Lunch with EAB, 100C MRB
1:00 Guests depart from Lawrence

Host: Sue Lunte, 785-864-3811
Facilitator: Gary Webber, 785-864-2342